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Warm Start 

This set of instructions is for starting your motor when it is still warm. For a cold 
start, see instructions labeled “1st Start” (page 1). 

2.5hp, 5hp, 6hp 

To Start: 

1.       Prime the fuel system by squeezing the bulb on the fuel line (5hp & 6hp). 

2.       Attach the red safety lanyard to stop switch. 

3.       Put transmission into neutral. 

4.       Pull the starter cord. (On a warm start, the motor should start very quickly, if it does not, 
please refer to the “1st Start” document and follow those steps.) 

5.       Allow the motor to idle and stabilize for at least 1 minute. 

6.        Have fun with your Hidea Outboard Motor! 
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Warm Start 

This set of instructions is for starting your motor when it is still warm. For a cold 
start, see instructions labeled “1st Start” (page 1). 

9.9HP, 15HP (TILLER CONTROL) (MANUAL START) 

To Start: 

1.       Prime the fuel system by squeezing the bulb on the fuel line. 

2.       Attach the red safety lanyard to stop switch. 

3.       Put transmission into neutral. 

4.       Pull the starter cord. (On a warm start, the motor should start very quickly, if it does not, 
please refer to the “1st Start” document and follow those steps.) 

5.       Allow the motor to idle and stabilize for at least 1 minute. 

6.        Have fun with your Hidea Outboard Motor! 
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Warm Start 

This set of instructions is for starting your motor when it is still warm. For a cold 
start, see instructions labeled “1st Start” (page 1). 

9.9HP, 15HP, 20HP, 30HP (TILLER CONTROL) (ELECTRIC START) 

To Start: 

1.       Prime the fuel system by squeezing the bulb on the fuel line. 

2.       Attach the red safety lanyard to stop switch. 

3.       Put transmission into neutral. 

4.       Turn and hold the key or press and hold the starter button to start the engine. Once the 
motor runs on its own, let go of the starter key or button. 

5.       Allow the motor to idle and stabilize for at least 1 minute. 

6.     Have fun with your Hidea Outboard Motor! 
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Warm Start 

This set of instructions is for starting your motor when it is still warm. For a cold 
start, see instructions labeled “1st Start” (page 1). 

9.9HP, 15HP, 20HP, 25HP, 30HP (REMOTE CONTROL) (ELECTRIC 
START) 

To Start: 

1.       Prime the fuel system by squeezing the bulb on the fuel line. 

2.       Attach the red safety lanyard to stop switch on the control box. 

3.       Put transmission into neutral. 

6.       Turn the key on the control box to start the motor.  

9.       Allow the motor to idle and stabilize for at least 1 minute. 

10.   Have fun with your Hidea Outboard Motor! 

 

 

 


